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Abstract

tn this paper, we  will  present a  study  on  magnetic  viscosity  of  alumitc  perpendicular media  at  different thicknesses.
Viscosity as a function of  applied  field (viscosity curve)  exhibits  a short plateau at low field and  then decreases
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1. Introduction

Alumite  media  for perperidicular recording  were  first
intToduced by IBM  in 1969 [21. Later on, more  intensive
studies  on  alumites  were  carried  out  by Kawai et al. [3, 4].
Although there is sti11 much  doubt about  possible
applications  of  this type of  media,  alurnites are often

considerod  as a  good model  to study  switehing

mechanisms  in recording  media  having perpendicular
anisotrepy.  [[his is because their morphology  is more

regular  and  less complicated  than sputtered  continuous

media.Alumite

 media  consist  oflong  separate  Co  (or Ni, Fe, ete.)
co1ums  perpendicular to the substrate  (see Fig. 1). [[hese
colurnns  are  realizod  by depositing a desired magnetic

material  into'miero-pores in an  aluminum oxide  1ayer. The
aluminum oxide  layer is made  by anodie  oxidation  of

aluminum  substrate  surface.  Ihis technique allows
realizing  an  aluminum oxide  layer with  hollow pores
perpendicular to the substrate,  arranged  in a nearly  perfect
hexagonal pattern. Details about  fabrication methoa

morphology  and  other  propenies of  the media  can  be
found in [5-71.
In a previous paper [8], we  have investignted magnetic

viscosity  as a  function of  applied  field (viscosity curve)  in
CoCrTalCr in-plane media.  TIhe experimenta1  curves  were

fitted to the analytical  model  of  Chantrell [1], ffom which
we  were  al)le to interpret the correlation  between the
viseosity and  other  magnetic  and  structural propenies of

the media.  Based en  the fitting results,  the nature  of  the
viscosity  curve  has been propased. Besides, the reversa1
mechanisms  of  the samples  were  suggested.  In this paper,
we  will  present our  study  op  time-dependence effects in
alumite perpendicular media  of  different thicknesses.
Simi1arly to the previous paper, the experimerital  curves

were  fitted to the model,  taking into aocount  the
demagnetization effect.

zatlloo

,il.?ss,ii,i 1,i･1･ii"

FZg 1, Dingra},r of`v, origz',mi  alin,iite hard dtsk stzmple. 1he black

pms  are  the cafitlad calzmms  s;trTv#ndind  by tJte ezlttmi,mm  axide

(gnty pm).  Ihe sainple  ivas  sawn  into seineral  lxlcm pieces and
then  thay va,e  thinned do,,e, to fow' operent thicA,,esses tt},
polishi,rg imbt  ted by 4 Jlo,imital wntte limas. 11ic paltsJlad
sanu,las  are  ncnned  as  A1. A2, A3  onA4,

in the first part of  this paper, we  wi11 give a short

introduction to the time-dependenee effeets in magnetic
thin films arid the analytical  model  used  in the paper to
fit expemiental  curves.  1[he next  parts of  the paper will
deal with  expetlrnentaI  results  and  fitting results  with

discussions,

2. Some  basies abo"t  magnetic  viscosity

After a change  in the energy  banier, caused  by achange

in the applied  field for instance, the magnetization  ef  a

sainple  perfbrms a  relaxation  process which  can  be
formulated as a logarithrnic behavior [9, 1O] : M  ==  Mo  +

S lnt ; where  Mo  is the magnetization  ofthe  sample  at the
begiming of  the relaxation  curve.  The quantity S is the
magrietic  viscosity  and  t is the elapsed  tirne since  the
measurement  starts.

Recently, Chantre11 et al. [1] proposed  an  analytical

model,  allowing  to formulate the viscosity S of  a

magnetic  sarnple.  The essential point ofthe  model  is the
assumption  of  a  critical  energy  barrier AE,=kTxln(tfb),

where  kT is the thermal energy  and  fh is the frequency of

gyromagnetic precession, considered  constant  (z109 Hz),
It is assumed  that: magnetization  ofall  switching  units  of

the saniple  having the eriergy  barrier AE<AE,  is switched
to the opposite  direction whiie  magnetization  of  the
switching  units  having tYl>AE,  still remains  in the
original  direction. By  this assumption,  the calculation  of

the moder  can  be simplified,  resulting  in the final
forTnulaofviscosity:

s"gl/ :l.(i)) 
"'

 
-'"L

 f(y.) (i)

where A=;M(FO)-M(t==cD); y,=AEYtll]., the reduced

critical energy  barrier of  the switching  units. AE.  is the
mediaii  eriergy  barTier; f is the disuibution ftmction of

the eriergy  barTier. In the calculations,  the log-ponnal
distribution is usecl:

f(Y)=viffly..exp[-i(ln(ygym))
2

] (2)

in which  y=AErAE., o  is the standard  deviation.

The energy  barrier is calculated  for a StdneFWohlfatth
particle, which  is field-dqpendent:

AE=KVswitchirLKI'H/HK)' (3)
in which  K  and  HK are  the anisotrepy  constant  and

anisotrvpy  field respeetively;  V,witdii,ig is the volume  of

thc switChing  imit  which  is in principle the volume  of  a

Stoner-Wohlfarth particle.

in our  study,  viscosity  of  alumite sarnples  was  measure

in perpemdicular direcrti{m, therefore, corTection  fZrr the
dernag[tetizing field is needed.  Lyberatos and  Chantrell

[11] have develeped theereticaJly the relationsliips

between the intrinsic and  the observed  yalues  of  xi., S
and  Hs
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=Xirr1-Dx

S, =  s[
1-DeM,evtOHr.i,,

 ]
(4)

1- Dx

H; -  H,(1-DOYHreVM,.)

(5)

(6)

 where  x',. and  x are the intrinsic irreversible susceptibility

 ?nd the intrinsic total susceptibility  (which is equa]  to
 

irreversible
 
+
 reversible  susceptibilities), respectively;  D is

 yhe.de.magnetization factor of  the sample.  So and  S are
 

mtrinsic
 

,
 and  observed  viscosities,  respectively;

 
OMrevfOH

 l Mi. is the reversible  susceptibility  measured  at

 constant  irreversible magnetization  and  Hif is the intrinsic
 fluctuation field, It should  be noted  here that the intrlnsic
 parameters (such as intrinsic viscosity,  intrinsic fluctuation
 field, etc.) are parameters that one  would  observe  if the
 demagnetization effect were  eliminated.

 Another  volume  which  is often  studied  is the activation
 volume,  V,,t. This volume  presents the voiume  ofmaterial

 covered  by a  single jump of  the domain wall  between

 pinnmg centers  in case  of  materials  switching  by domain
 wall  motion  or the volume  that nucleates  the

 
magnetization  reversal  in Qther  cases  [12], The activation

 volume  is defined as  f9]:
         kT

 
VaCt=peHrMs;

 (7)

in which  Hf is the fluctuation field [13]:
H,=S!x,. (s)
where  xi. is the irreversible susceptibility,

In our  study,  we  tried to fit experimental  data to the abeve
model.  The  inputs of  the fit are  the main  magrietic

parameteTs of  the sample  such  as  H., K, M,, and  the
applied

 field. In the calculation  ofAE  [Eq. (3)], Vsw]tehmg is
treated as  a fitting parameter. [[his means  that by fitting,
we

 try to make  the experimenta1  viscosity  equivalent  to
that of  an  ideal sample  having Stoner-Wohlfarth particles
ofvolume  V,.hehi.g, The standard  deviation cr is treated as
the fitting parameter, In the fit, the factor A  in Eq. (1) is

 replaced  by FxA. F is a fitting parameter. Factor A, the

 difference between the initia] and  the equilibrium

 magnetization,  can  be approximated  as the difference

 between M,  and  the value  M  on  the hysteiesis loep at  the
 applied  field of  interest. Factor F is introduced because

 
thg

 analytica]  theory is applicabre  only  to pert'ectly
 aligned  systems,  where  a]1 reversal  events  contribute  the

 same  change  ef  magnetization.  However, the real

 materials  generally have a  distribution of  orientation                                            ,

 which  affects not  only  the energy  banier distribution, but

 also  implies that not  all reversal  events  contribute  the

 same  change  of  magnetization  [14]. Besides, F is used  to

 absorb  all errors  coming  from the simplifications  and

 assumptions  ofthe  model.

 3. Experiments

 In this study, we  used  an  experimenta1  alumite  hard disk

 made  of  Co-fi11ed alumite  with  a  thickness  of  lpm. To
 have a systematic  series  of  samples,  the disk was  sawn

 into several  1× lcm2  samples  and  they  were  thinned

 down to different thicknesses  by mechanical  polishjng.
 There are four samples  ofthickness  ranging  from O.23 tVo

 O,50pln. Names  of  the sarnples  are  given in Fig, 1. The

 most  
important

 parameters of  the samples  are given in
 Tab]e 1.

 Magnetic properties of  the samples  were  measured  using

 a vsM  and  a iorque  magnetometer.  To measurE

 magnetic  viscosity, the  samp]e  is first saturated  at -lOOO
kAfm

 before a positive measuring  fieid is applied,  
'Fhe

magnetization  M  ofthe  sample  is then recorded  for 2000
seconds,

 The viscosity  is calculated  by fitting a line [o
the relaxatien  curve  (the curve  of  M  vs. ]nt). The non-

linear part of  the relaxation  curve,  which  appears  during
the first few minutes  of  the measurement  at  some  tield
values,  is omitted  in the fit. To obtain  the fluctuation
field and  the activation  volume,  the irreversible
susceptibility  (xi.) should  be measured  and  therefore DC
demagnetization (DCD) measurements  are  required.  To
get correct  values  ofHf  and  V,,t, both S and  xi.                                     (which is
the result ofDCD  curve)  should  be measured  in the same      '
magnetic  state,  Therefore, in the DCD  measurement,
before being removed  fbr measuring  the remanence,  the

aPuPral':.odn.fieid 
must

 
remain

 
for

 
an
 
appropriate

 waiting

flabte l. importantparameters ofthe alumite  samples.

Parameters SamleAlSamteA2SamleA3SamleA4
Cettdiametcrnrn

95.7
Porediarneternm 40.0
Packindensi O,16
Thicknesscol.Ienh O.23 O,29 O.43 o.so
TotaImeticvelumem 3.65E-114.72E-116.85E-11 8.04E-11
ColumnvolumeVim 2.8SE-223.69E-22S.36E-22 6.29E-22
Saturatcdmomentlsm2 8.9 1LS 16.7 ]9.6
MkAlm 243.8
In-lanekAfm 27,02 28.2 30.1 34
PendicularKAIm 98.54 98.80 88.44 81,6
KtJlm 4.7SE+44.98E+4S.16E+4 S.e8E+4
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4. Experimental results

From torque measurement  data, it could  be concluded  that
the samples  have perpendicular anisotropy.  According to

[15], the contribution  of  the shape  ariisotropy of  the

columns  is dominant ever the erystalline aniSotropy  ef  Co,
Table 1 shows  more  measured  pararneters ofthe sarnples.

4.1. Viscosity and  remanence  measllrements

Relaxation curves  were  measured  Qn  the alumite samples
in perpendicular direction at different applied  fields.
Viscosity S normalized  on  M, of  al1 samples  as a function
ofapplied  field is illustrated in Fig. 2,

Generally, viscosity  of  the investigated samples  has a

short  plateau at low field and  when  thg, applied field
increases fUrther, it decreases monotonously  with  the field.
Finally all ofS  values  vanish  at above  500 to 600kAlm.
This general bchavior is diffbrent ffom that ef in-plane
media  investigated in the previous paper [8] where  we

found that viscosity  
･always

 perforrns a peak near  the
remanence  coercivity  H,, and  it vanishes  at zero  and  high

      
im

e}ta

e'Rur

m-am1coIWtuw-x

          O tan XD mo  nt SOb am O :oo MMM  SOO ooO

            AptisdfieldOthhn) 
･oufieldtkMh)

 Fig2. Measttred viscasity as  a]Stnction  of`uzpliedfield 1)lee black
 dots are  experimental  points and  the gray lines are  guhafor  the

                     qy-es.

field. The  difference between viscoSity  curves'of

perperidicular and  in-plane' mediais  eertainly  attrilxrted to

the dernagnetizing field perpendicular to'the sarnPre

surirace. , -
 

'i･
 

'''
             '

In order  to correct  for the demagrietizing field of  the
viscosity,measurements  and  funhermore, to calculate

fluctuation field and  activation  velume,  perpendicular'

9,glg?,,,.me.a,s,ur,.e,M,,l:tt･･tt,g･ire,,i,9Il,il,eg6･,:･lll･ta,{}y%･,t･M'rfg･l2-...i'E
for the demagnetization effect (FigL 3):/' We  used  the
measured  viscbsity. vetSuS'  4pplled t･field,..the ,tbtql
susceptibility  (xknidMhy,(dH). and./th.e..rq!.ersible

susceptibility  (k."dA(ricDtdH) 
-foril

 the ,.gopeetion.'
according  to Eq.' (5.)..'-
After correctioni  the'shtipes of  the vtscosity  curves  charige

tota11y: the viscosity  yalueS  in'crease abotit  10 times･Whilel
the field range  of  the dwes  is compresSed  tb a･ grnaller
range  (for instance, frorp ttOO 

'to
 about,  

'60'･
 kAlm  

'for

Sample Al). It can  also  be seen  that after  the correction,

     1: 
-'L'fTr,

 Am'iiJEI'  

''
 

'-''""
 K252'pFs]n

           e

   2/o 
ii'"
fiii. 

"

ill....r ..... .. .i rl, 
"iL"e"-s--･.-

 .-j/
     

S"'
 th tt3 f+.4//ltJ"T'Me""-'-''  K･lo.sol,ml

   l" iil,
`

trITIine,.......

 
'

 ll
L'X･..........:1

       i.w.... ....-.--.!L.T--..-  ....1
        uo lee 12o -n  l/m so /oo /.'.o t4o /so

          Intemfi[fi¢ ldtlkA,･'m) htenmlficldCkA.im)

  FZg 3, intrinsic viscosity  ve,:sus' intenzalfiei4 obtained  by
correctienfor  the demcrgnetization qij2ict ofthe measured  viscosity

                   curvles

intrihsic viscosity  curves  exhibit  a peak near  H,,
somewhat  similar  to the･in-plane case.  We  cannot

compcre  the position of  the peak to H,,as in the in-plane
case,  because a correction  to get a  rea1  H,, is needed.

Nevenheless,  in general, H.  should  be very  close  to H,.
For Samples A4  whose  peak appears  at atower  internal
field, ifmore points were  measured  fUrther at negative
applied  field, one  would  observe  the downhill part on  the
left side of  the viscosity  peak.

Among  two components  of  susceptibility, irreversible
componeng  xir. is more  significant  beeause the time-
dependence effects are only  attributed  to the change  in
irreyersible component  of  magnetization. Figure 4.a
shows  xi. versus  applied  field. The rnaximum  value  of

xirr seems  to decrease with  increasing layer thickness.
Using Eq.(4), inuinsic irreversible susceptibility  (x;.-i) is

calculated  (Fig, 4.b). The quantity xi..i is the

susceptibility that one  would  observe  if there is no

           O.S 7･;.-;z-･=zauR:pu.E1-s

e,b iO.4o･i

 io.o
 
1 -Y't.LO'

-.b-2-=n8:nes.y:.:ts

o

s64.]o

mn  2･po ]oo 
gvo

 App:ied  field (kAtm) Ce)

 iI11

             
                      t                       ttt t
            is5. . ,kti . /. 

mb...,.T?o･  i4o

            , ..' 
''
 [ntermal fie,]a (kAlih), {b}

                         t tttt t

'fig/
 4. @  ineversible sas.geptibmp  

'CcitJ
 calculated  direetly

from the deriv`itive of.PCQ cpm.  . nv intrinsic irreversible
susceptibttity  ixi..j 

'caleulated,''by'
 /Eig.W. lhiues oj

corresponding  HL are  also  indicated by clashed  lines.

.]

ii!111
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demagnetization effect involved, IIhere is a  close

eorrelation  between inninsic irTeversible susceptibility  and

intrinsig viscosity  curves:  they bcvth have a peak near  H,.

4.2. Actiyation vo]umes

Activation volurnes  have been calculated  (Fig. 5) using
Eq. (7) and  (8). ln the graphs of  Fig. 5, volumes  of  one

column  are indicated by the dashed lines. Table 2 shows
the relations  between the column  volumes  and  the
activation  volumes  at coercivitics.

It could  be seen  at  a glance that activation  volumes,  V.et,
are  genera11y smaller  than the column  volumes,  Vcoi. This
phenemenon  agrees  with  results of  other  researchers

worlting  on  alumite  media  or  in genera1, on  particulate
media.  Studying a-Fe  fi11ed alumite  films, Li and  Metzger

[16, 17] found that the activation  volumes  are' an  order  of

ng
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FZg:S. Clalciilated acttvatien  volunte  versus  internalfield

 7hble 2. Relatio,zs between colFmn  vel"mes  (P2.ti and

activation  velumes  at  H; (PC,,t@Hb), t ts the thickness ofthe
        sampLes  fi.e. colunvi lengtip. 

'
 

'

Para.SampleAlSampleM SampieasSa4pleA4

t O.23 O.29 OA3 Q,SO
Vrg@Hcm 2DOE-222.90E222.56E-221,esE:22

v-ag'2.85E-223.69B225.36E-226,29E-22

V.digtcNO.702O.786.O.47･Se.262

maghitude  srnaller than the experimentally  measured

･avg,g ge par;,igle (or cQlum)  lvolumes. .J, n  ahother case,
calculations  of  V.t gf Co-epitaxiaj. 7-Fe2Q3 particles
re.v,ealed that the ratio Va.btVp.rtici, i$, as small  as  O.21

[18]..Another
 remark  from Fig. 5 is that the curves  of  Vaet

versus  Hi of  all samples  exhibitapeak.  There seems  to
be no  correlation  betsveen the position･Qf this peak and
coercivities  as observed  earlier in the in-plane media  [8],
Tlie variation  of  Vkt with field camot  be easily

imerpreted [18], especially  in the case  of  perPendicular
media  where  the dernagnetizing field has a strong

influence.

ln a Stoner-Wolhftirth particle where  the reversal

mechanism  is coherent  rotatiog  the aedvation  volume  is
idcntical to the panicle volume.  The small  ratios

VeetNpsrtiele or  Va:rved observed  above  refiect the
existence  of  incoherent rotation  in the sample.  ln this
case,  thetmal activation  takes place in tiny volumes

(Vut) and  then prcrpagating throughout the entire

panicle. By  angle  dependence of  coercivity  and

hysteresis lqss, Huysmans  and  Lodder [7, 19] have

proveri that the feversal mechanism  of  alurnite media  is

cur1ing  rotation  which  belongs to incoherent mode.  This
conclusiqn  agrees  with the smail  ratio V,.itVEot found in
our  study.

Looking into detnil in our  cage,  one･ can  see that V.t
becorrTes closer  to VE.L with  (leereasing  layer thickness,
or  in ether  words,  with decreasing V.i. This 'fact is
illustuted in 'Fig" 6, in which  it is shown'that the tatio
V,et@HetVod} is appruaOhing'  ene  with  decreasing-V.i (or
thickeess).'It is-straightforwarzl that･'when tire･ratio
Vant/V.t approaches  one,  it means  the switching

 e,>t---･e

 e>

1.1 , '1,O

 t-:::1
 
･lio:

 le.6
 1

  tlo.sO.4

 , /o.3
 1o,2･1･･/

 o

"Xa.
 
''
 
".3

 '

                          
A.2
 i

                              /

                             ATI

                             -i･

            tttttttt . tt.- nv-t-wa
            Ie-22 2e-?! ' 3e-22 4e-!2 Se-21 de-22

                  Ys,Ldns)
FZgt 6, Ratio bebveen activation  volume  at  Hl andcolumn  vot:"ne

            versus  column  valume.
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 mechanism  is closer  the coherent  rotation.'By  another

 approach,  Chantreil [20] also supposed  that the reversal

 meehanism  tends toward coherent  rotation  in smaller

 panicles. We  can  eonclude  here that the thimer the
 alurnite film, the closer  the switehing  mechanism  to the
 coherent  rotation  is. If the tmd  in Fig. 6 is roughly

 extrapolated  te smaller  values  of  Vcot, Vde@}iVYcoi
 becornes one  when  the colum  volume  is about  sx1o'23 m3

 (or thickness is al)out O.041mi). At this peing the switchng
 mechanism  is sirpposed  to be coherent.  UnfortunateIy, we

 were  not  able to make  such  a  thin sample  beeause it is so

 thin that the polishing teclmique fails to keep the

 homogeneity of  thp thickness. Calculation of  eritical

 diameter d.it between coherent  and  incoherent mode  [21]
 for Co revealed  that the volume  at which  a Co particle
 changes  its reversal  mode  from incoherent to coherent

 rotatiori is about 2.6x1O-Bm3 (equivalent to d.it ns 36.6nm).
. This is very  close  to our  value.

43. fitting res"lts  and  discussion

[[ he intrinsic viscosity,  So, as a fimction of  internal field of
the alumite samplgs  has been fitted to the analytical  model

ofChaiitrell  [1] (see Section 2). Ihe fit (see Fig. 7) was
carTied out  in the same  manner  as  in the case  of  in-plane
media  [8], except  that in al1 calculations,  external  field is
replaced  by internal field.
The fit is pretty good, excqpt  for some  points at the end  of

the slopes. This misfit is simi1ar  to that observed  in the fit
applied for the in-prane'case [8]. The fitted curves  refiect

quite well  the existence  of  the yiscosity  peak near

coerciyity  as in the in-plane case.
Some  iTrrportant parurneters .of'the fit are listed in Table 3.
･The

 standard  deyiation 6  [see Eq. (2)] ef  alumite sarnples
is found to increase alrnost 1inearly with  increasing film
thickness (Fig. 8). This phenomenon could  be caused  by
the change'  of  the colum  length disuitmtion with
thickness. From SEM  observations of  various  satrrples, we

coneluded  that in many  samples,  a  substantial  part of  the

pores was  not  fu11y fi11ed. Consequently, in the unpolished
sample  (A4), which  is an  

"as-made"

 alumite sample, there
is a  certain  disuibution ofthe  colum  1ength, resulting.in  a

relativeiy  high star!dard deviation. When  the "as-made"

sample  was  polished to rnake  thinner samples  (A3-Al),
the colums  were  gradually trirnmed off  Hierefore, in･the
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FZg. 7. Fitting resutts  ofthe alumite samples. Back dots are  So
catculated  

.fi'om
 experiments  and  solid  cumes  are  the ]itted

eurves.  Pesitiens ofHL are  also  indicated

thinned samples,  colurnn  !ength is more  uniform,  which

causes  the standard  deyiation to deerease.
The switching  volumes,  V,.itchi.g, found ffom the fit are
much  smaller  than V,.i and  V.b@H,. This faet has been
found by some  other  researchers  who.  tried to fit
experimenta1  data to a theory using  the Stoner-Wolhfarth
model  to calculate  the energy  barrier. Lyberatos et al.

[22] proposed a  mean-field  model  to solve  the
demagnetizing field problem .in alumite media.  They

uied to simulate  temperature dependence of  the viscosity

lbble 3. Sonte inrportmtt irlput cvid  o"tputparanreters  oftheYitL Ptirameta:s in italie are iiuntts, the

otim  me  ompatsL  7he s,,,itoinng  veinnre  ts actually  an  tlfiTective velwnefound  to  fit to the modeL

PtrametersofthcfitSamleAlSamleM Sam!eA3SamleA4
FinttvneterFO.OIO O.O076 O.O17 O.02

Simtalarddeviationaaa66 O.07 e,oss O.OP3

SVvitchi,rg
velmeZ hr'5.073E.244."9S243,698E-243.648E-24
v･･ O.OISO O.O130 O.O069 O.oo58

Criticalyolumem2.`")6V242.297E-242219B2422SOB24
Calculatod m96.64 96.63 75.9 71.09

KV･･ S8.3 5S.9 46,1 44.8
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      FZg. 8, Simulant aleviation  a  found in thefit.

and  found that the effeetive  volume  (similar to the
switehing  volume  in our  case)  involved in the switching

pTecess is only  5%  of  the physical volume  of  the particles,
which  is probably attributed  to the incoherent reversal
rnechanisrn.  In our  case, the switchng  volurne  is as smal1

as about  1% of  the column  volume  (see the ratio

VsivitchingtVcoi in Table 3}･

Commonly, the switching  volurne  should  be close  to the
activation  volume.  ln our  case,  they are not  equal, because
the model  is based on  coherent  rotation  whereas  the
activation  volume  which  is derived ffom experirrients

probably switches  by incohererrt rotation. However, by
fitting the theoretical viscosity curves  to the experimenta1
ones,  we  nied to make  two  phenomena equivalent:  the
inceherent rotation  which  happens in reality with  the
cohererit  rotation  of  the effective  switehing  volume  as

found from the fit. This equivalence isjust an  assumption,

sti11, it reflects,  to a certain  exteng  the real  reversal

process.

The switching volume  is considered  as a small  ponion ofa
columm  which  reverse  coherently.  Ihese tiny volumes  are
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slightly  bigger than the critical volume'  (Fig. 9.a). Figure
9.b shows  that the ratio between the switching  volume

and  the colurrm  velume  VswithinBNcot deereases with

inereasing film mickuess. Ms  bchavior is similar  to that
of  V.,b@H,IV.i eig. 6).

It is mere  reasonable to calculate the ratio KVlkT  ffom
the switehing  volume  rather  than from the column

volume.  This ratio is around  50 (Table 3), increasing
when  the thickness ef  alumite film is reduced.

Relaxation time t  is calculated  from this rado  (Fig, 10).
By reducing  film thickness fiom O.5ym down  to about
halfof thag the relaxation  time is enorrneusly  increased,
from about  1o3 to 1eS years.
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 Fig 1O. Relaxation time T  is caloulatedjivm
KPIwtra-pvetlZ IVbte tiint r is plotted in log scale.
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5. Cenclusion

We  haVe presented a study  on  time-dependenee effects

ip alumite perpendicular media  at different thicknesses

(ffom O.23 to O.SO ym).
Generally, measured  at different applied  field,･magnetic
viscosity  of  the samples  exhibits  a short plateau at Iow
field and  then decreases Tnanetenously  with  increasing
applied  field. After correcting  foT this effecg  the abape of
the intrinsic viscosity curves  changes  to the well-known
shape  efyiseosity  curye  of  inrplane rpedia i.e. they have
a  peak near  perpendicular coercivity  H,. Measurements
of  activation  volurne  revea1ed  that the ratio of  activation

volume  to column  volume  tends to inqrease (fiom O.26
to O.70) with,dccreasing $ample  thickness. The intrinsic
viscosity curves  obtained  tibm experiments  were  fitted
to an  analytieal  mocle1  prppesed by Chantrell et al. [!].
From the fitting resu1ts, we  found that the standard

deviation o  of  the distribuicni fimction ef  eriergy banier
ii" ttopes  with inereasing sample  thickness: The effective

switching  volumes  otrtained  lim  fitting are much
smaller  then the colurnn  volumes.  Ihis indicates that the
reversal  nKicIidnism'  is inootierent rather  that! colierent.
The fitting resu1ts also indicated that by reducing  media

thickness bom  O.5 down to O.23 Ftn, the relaxation  time
is largely'increased.

'
 Critical v6furne  is the votume  belew which the mu  is
sqperparamagnetic
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